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**Congregant:**
Natalie Bennett

**In Memory of:**
**IRVING FINKELMAN**
Father

David & Lynn Cashell

**JENNIFER STILLER**

Sylvia Goldfield

**IRVIN BERMAN**
Brother

**ISRAEL BERMAN**
Brother

Rosh Chodesh Group

**RANDEE O’DONNELL**

Lisa Schachner
Robert Schachner

**HELEN SCHACHNER**
Mother

**AARON M. ROSE**
Uncle

**BERTHA SKOLNICK. ROSE**
Grandmother

**LILLIAN SIMON ROSE**
Aunt

Randy Tiffany

**MARJORIE YUDKIN**
Wife
We Remember With Love

MEMBERS OF OUR COMMUNITY

WHO HAVE PASSED ON, IN PARTICULAR, RANDEE ODONNELL.

MAY THEIR MEMORIES CONTINUE TO BE A BLESSING.

We Especially Extend Condolences

TO THOSE MEMBERS OF OUR COMMUNITY

WHO EXPERIENCED RECENT LOSSES.

THOSE LOSSES ARE DENOTED BY AN ASTERISK.
Yizkor Remembrances

Congregant: Benjamin, Sivan & Aviv Alouf

In Memory of: ADI ALOUF
               Brother & Uncle

In Memory of: Dan & Kathy Andersen

In Memory of: ELIANA ANDERSEN
              Beloved Daughter

In Memory of: ALEXANDER & RUTH SILBERMAN
              Parents of Kathy

In Memory of: JOSEPH ROLAND BORGON
              Father of Dan

In Memory of: JEAN ANDERSEN
              Mother of Dan

In Memory of: Sylva Baker

In Memory of: DAVID BAKER
              Husband

In Memory of: BENJAMIN & IRENE CANN
              Parents

In Memory of: ROSE CANN
              Aunt

In Memory of: HELEN COHAN
              Aunt

In Memory of: Andy, Natalie & Lucas Bennett

In Memory of: LEN BENNETT
              Father of Andy

In Memory of: IRVING FINKELMAN
              Father of Natalie

In Memory of: SALLY COHEN
              Grandmother

In Memory of: SARAH FINKELMAN
              Grandmother
Peter Bernstein & Ala Hamilton-Day

MOSES & HELEN BERNSTEIN
Parents of Peter

ROBERT HAMILTON
Father of Ala

HARRY & * SHIRLEY GLASSERMAN
Uncle & Aunt of Peter

MICHELE REEVES
Beloved Niece of Ala

Louis Boxer & Suzanne Simenoff

MICHAEL & ELEIDA SIMENHOFF
Parents of Suzanne

DARA SIMENHOFF BARR
Sister of Suzanne

Carol Briselli

WALTER & RUTH ISAACSON
Parents

ELAINE SHARF
Sister

ISO & SYLVIA BRISELLI
Father-in-Law & Mother-in-Law

Andrea Bruno

STANLEY & RITA POLLINGER
Parents of Andrea,
Grandparents of Anna &
Isabella Bruno

CHARLES & IRENE BRUNO
Father-in-Law & Mother-in-Law

ELEANOR GALISON
Aunt

* MORTY GALISON
Uncle
Jonathan Heller
Brother-in-Law

Paul Galison
Cousin

Stephen & Heidi Carp

Robert & Nadine Rogoff
Parents & Grandparents

Jack & Anne Carp
Parents & Grandparents

Max & Beatrice Lipson
Pop Pop & Grandmom

Edward Carp
Brother & Uncle

Mark Cary & Anita Weber

Harold Cary
Father of Mark

Florence Weber
Mother of Anita

David & Lynn Cashell

Edward & Ruth Orris Schwartz
Father & Step-Mother of Lynn

Jerome Mauze
Step-father of Lynn

Janet Lorna Gevinson
Beloved Aunt of Lynn

John Cashell
Father of David

Charles Naylor
Father of David

David Naylor
Brother of David
LORRAINE IRENE SHERMAN  
Friend

Harry Chen & Andrea Apter  
TZE KONG & JULIA CHEN  
Parents of Harry

STANLEY APTER  
Father of Andrea

Burton & Linda Cohen  
JACOB & EVELYN COHEN  
Parents of Burt

JACOB & HELEN HANDLOFF  
Parents of Linda

Robert & Roberta Colman  
WILLIAM & ESTHER FISHMAN  
Parents of Roberta

JACK & MIRIAM COLMAN  
Parents of Robert

Carol V. Cowan  
ALLAN COOPER, COWAN, JR., & GENEVIEVE K. CORRIN  
Parents

DANA SHEPERD CORRIN  
Uncle

Jim Cummons & Beth Silver-Cummons  
BERNIE & JOYCE SILVER  
Parents of Beth

RALPH CUMMONS  
Father of Jim

Josef & Lois Deutsch  
SIMON & ANNE SCHWALB  
Parents of Lois

ANDRAS & KATIE DEUTSCH  
Parents of Josef
Mel & Marilyn Drukin

Samuel & Mary Lee Drukin
Parents of Mel

Herman & Franya Lichtman
Parents of Marilyn

Libby Schiff
Sister of Mel

The Dumoff - Lefkowitz Family

Harvey Dumoff
Father of Kimberly

* Sheldon Lefkowitz
Father of Michael

Rick & Shelley Epstein

Jerry Epstein
Father of Rick

Evelyn Epstein Bernstein
Mother of Rick

Sigbert & * Anne G. Robbins
Parents of Shelley

Allan Feldman

Jeanne Feldman
Mother

Elaine Feldman

Benjamin & Lynore Feldman
Parents

Hyman & Fannie Feldman
Grandparents

Mendel & Sara Stutman
Grandparents

Leonard Stutman
Uncle
Jerry Feldman

ARLENE FELDMAN
Wife

NATHANIEL FELDMAN
Son

Alan J. & Kathy D. Fink

HOWARD A. & SELMA J. FINK
Parents of Alan

FRANCIS & FRANCES DELANEY
Parents of Kathy

Michael Fishkow & Family

JEANETTE FISHKOW
Mother

Andrew, Lauren, Lily & Ella Forbes

HENRY W. ISENBERG
Father-in-Law, Father &
Grandfather

Stephen, Susannah & Rebecca
Friedman

SYLVIA ETKIND FRIEDMAN
Mother of Stephen &
Grandmother

ALBERT GOODMAN
Father of Susannah &
Grandfather

Louise Gilbert

ALFRED GILBERT
Husband

ANDREW & PAM HARRISON
Son & Daughter-in-Law

Scott Gilbert & Anne Raunio

ELMER & MARGARET RAUNIO
Parents of Anne

MARVIN (BUD) GILBERT
Father of Scott
Jeffrey Golan, Frances Vilella-Velez & Robert, Tony & Marina Golan-Vilella

Judy Goodrobb

The Gornstein Family

Ruth Gottlieb

HAROLD P. GOLAN
Beloved Father, Father-in-Law & Grandfather

BEATRICE POLLACK
Mother & Grandmother of Leela

LAURA SPECTOR HEINZEL
Mother & Grandmother

EBBA SPECTOR
Grandmother & Great-Grandmother

MARVIN GOTTLIEB
Husband

JULIUS & TILLIE PANZER
Parents

CHARLES & ANNA GOTTLIEB
Father-in-Law & Mother-in-Law

MILTON PANZER
Brother

LILLIAN KRAVIS
Sister

IRVIN GOTTLIEB
Brother-in-Law

MICHAEL & ELEIDA SIMENHOFF
Dear Friends

Larry & Ann Green

MARTIN & LILLIAN GREEN
Parents of Larry

SIEGFRIED & FANNIE BUCHBERG
Parents of Ann
Lorraine Gross

S. WILLIAM GROSS
Husband

BENJAMIN M. GROSS
Son

MORRIS & ESTHER SHAPIRO
Parents of Lorraine

BEN & LAURA GROSS
Father-in-Law & Mother-in-Law

Larry & Marion Hamermesh

PAUL & NAOMI YAGER
Parents of Marion

MORTON & MADELINE HAMERMESH
Parents of Larry

*DEBORAH YAGER
Sister

Deanie Heller

HOWARD HELLER
Father

The Horwitz - Sibley Family

BILL & PEGGY SIBLEY
Beloved Parents of Katie Sibley & Grandparents to Jonah & Marin

The Isaacs Family

HOWARD C. ISAACS
Father & Grandfather

Barry Jacobs

MORTON JACOBS
Father

Mimsye Katz

DAVID MICHAEL KATZ
Beloved Son

ROBERT I. KATZ, M.D.
Beloved Husband
Ralph Kaufman & Candy Berlin

IRVING MEYER & * ELSIE BERLIN
Beloved Parents & Grandparents

ISADORE & DOROTHY KAUFMAN
Beloved Parents & Grandparents

Lynn Kelly

ANNE ROSENBERG
Beloved Mother

VINCENT & PATRICIA KELLY
Father-in-Law & Mother-in-Law

DORETTE KOZAK
Beloved Friend

Judy Kinman

KEN KINMAN
Husband

LOUIS & ANNA LAZARUS
Parents

EDITH SCHWARTZ
Beloved Sister

GOLDIE GOOTMAN
Aunt

JACK & ESTHER KANEFSKY
Uncle & Aunt

The Klothen Family

SAUL & ROSALIND BISKIND
Beloved Parents of Eve, Grandparents of Becky & Erich
The Koretzky - Overby Family

**IRVING & MIRIAM KLOTHEN**  
Beloved Parents of Ken,  
Grandparents of Becky &  
Erich

**SARYN EMILY OVERBY KORETZKY**  
Sister & Daughter

**DOROTHY S. KORETZKY**  
Mother, Mother-in-Law &  
Grandmother

Jonathan Krinick & Susan Goldberg

**LOUIS GOLDBERG**  
Father of Susan & Grandfather  
of Layla & Zoey

**EUGENE KRINICK**  
Father of Jonathan &  
Grandfather of Layla & Zoey

Eugene Kroch

**MAURICY ADOLPH & HILDE BERGER KROCH**  
Parents

**ANTONIA WAGMAN KROCH**  
Grandmother

**JONAS & ELSE RIESS BERGER**  
Grandparents

**EUGEN KROCH**  
Uncle

Kenneth & Jane Laffend

**MORTIMER METZGER & AUDREY SHIRK**  
Parents of Jane

**EDWARD ISADORE & SYLVIA LAFFEND**  
Parents of Kenneth
HARRY & ROSE METZGER
Grandparents of Jane

LOUIS & DORA LISSON
Grandparents of Kenneth

NANCY URLIK
Sister of Kenneth

RICHARD URLIK
Nephew

BONNIE MITSUI
Dear Friend

SUZANNE DAVIS
Dear Friend

The Levine - Squires Family

ARNOLD EDWARD SQUIRES
Father of Emily

MORTON LEVINE
Father of Ron

IRENE ARONSON
Cousin of Ron

LEON SONDIK
Uncle of Emily

EARL TRACZYK
Dear Friend

The Manaker Family

SANFORD H. EHRLICH
Beloved Father, Father-in-Law & Grandpa

David & Deborah Dymond Markman

MARTIN & SHIRLEY MARKMAN
Parents of David

HAROLD DAVID DYMOND
Father of Deborah
The Marmorstein - Gottlieb Family

THOMAS & FANNIE DYMOND
Grandparents of Deborah

DAVID & LILLY RAPHAEL
Grandparents of Deborah

* NORMAN SCHWARTZ
Uncle of Deborah

JACOB SOLOMON
Great-Uncle of Deborah

HARRY & REDA DYMOND
Great-Uncle & Great-Aunt of Deborah

The Meyer Family

ROBERT & LOIS SAUVÉ
Beloved Parents & Grandparents

LOUIS & BINA WACHSBERG
Beloved Parents & Grandparents

Scott & Anne Mondell

SAM & SELMA HANDLEMAN
Grandparents of Scott

ALVIN MONDELL & BERTHA MONDELL SHAPIRO
Grandparents of Scott

EMANUEL SHAPIRO
Grandfather of Scott

HENRY & HELEN MEYER
Grandparents of Anne
The Mukamal - Arnold Family

MEIR SASSOON MUKAMAL
Beloved Father & Grandfather

DAVID IRVING ARNOLD
Beloved Brother

Kevin & Randi Raskin Nash

WILSON NASH
Father of Kevin

AL & ETTA BELSKY
Grandparents of Randi

MAC & SARAH TAUSHER
Great-Uncle & Great-Aunt of Randi

HARRY WOODOFF
Uncle of Randi

DANIEL ALPERT
Uncle of Randi

RONALD BERG
Cousin of Randi

* WARREN BELLOCK
Cousin of Randi

Jackie Northime

JOSEPHINE SCIBILIA
Mother

HENRY NORTHIME
Husband

Me’ira & Gamali’el Pitkapaasi

ANNA ELLIOTT-ADELMAN
Daughter of Me’ira

JONAH ELLIOTT-ADELMAN
Son of Me’ira

ELEANOR WACHMAN
Grandmother of Me’ira
Wilma Pitkapaaasi
Grandmother to Gamali’el

Stuart Pittel & Susan Klein

Harry & Lillian Pittel
Parents of Stuart

Harry & Yetta Klein
Parents of Susan

Steve Platt & Robin Schaufler

Felice Fruchter
Mother of Steve, Grandmother of Riley & Alexa

Jack & Florence Gordon
Parents of Robin

Steve & Marcia Plotkin

Murray & Pauline Plotkin
Parents of Steve

Herb & Tiby Katz
Parents of Marcia

Martha Katz
Grandmother of Marcia

Goldie Levi
Grandmother of Marcia

Blanche Katz
Aunt of Marcia

Rabbi Linda Potemken

Bertram L. Potemken
Beloved Father

Harry & Betty Appelstein
Grandparents

Robert & Jeanette Potemken
Grandparents

Sylvan Potemken
Uncle
MORTY FRANK
Uncle

ROBERT PRAGMAN
Father of Chris

WALTER RUNKEL
Grandfather of Chris

LEONARD & MARY PRAGMAN
Grandparents of Chris

avery ferentz
Uncle of Laura

Leslie & Sylvia Ferentz
Grandparents of Laura

George & Frances Blechner
Grandparents of Laura

David & Susan Raab

Walter Raab
Father of David

Bernard & Glenda Salzman
Parents of Susan

Richard Remenick

Diane Remenick
Mother

Rae Roeder

E. Nathan & Toby M. Jacobs
Parents

Ronald & Joyce Romoff

Samuel & Esther Weizer
Parents of Joyce

Nathan & Elinor Romoff
Parents of Ronald

Sandy Weinberg
Friend
The Rosenberg Family

ANN REISENBURG
Beloved Wife and Mother

MILTON & MARY BURSTEIN
Parents of Anne

ABE & ROSE ROSENBERG
Parents of Ray

Samuel Ruby

VICTOR & SONIA RUBY
Parents

RICHARD RUBY
Brother

Naomi Sav

EDWIN H. SAV
Husband

JULIUS & JESSE GLASSMAN
Parents

HARVEY P. & RUTH GLASSMAN
Brother & Sister-in-Law

NATHAN & BESSIE SAV
Father-in-Law & Mother-in-Law

Steven Sav & Lisa Liebman

EDWIN H. SAV
Father of Steven

ARTHUR LIEBMAN
Father of Lisa

Lisa Schachner
Robert Schachner

JOSEPH & * HELEN SCHACHNER
Parents

ISADORE & BERTHA SKOLNICK
ROSE
Grandparents
LOUIS & CLARA SCHACHNER  
Grandparents

LILLIAN SKOLNICK RAPPOPORT  
Great-Aunt

WILLIAM SCHACHNER  
Uncle

Richard Schuldenfrei & Helen Plotkin

PAUL & JEAN COHEN SCHULDENFREI  
Parents of Richard

BILLIE PLOTKIN  
Mother of Helen

Walter & Deborah Sherman

JEFFREY CHAIRNOFF  
Brother of Deborah

Cheryl Siskin

* ARNOLD DAVID SISKIN  
Father

Eleanor Skale

JOSEPH & KATE SKALE  
Beloved Parents

STEPHEN H. SKALE  
Beloved Brother

MAX ZALLES  
Dear Uncle

* RANDEE O’DONNELL  
Dear Friend

Stan & Rissa Sklar

JOHN & ESSIE SKLAR  
Parents of Stan

HERMAN & JEANETTE KAPLAN  
Parents of Rissa

RHODA FANTALIS  
Sister of Stan
PAULA SUSSMAN
Sister of Rissa

Steve Smith & Jenny Shulbank

IRVING SHULBANK
Father of Jenny

TILLIE SMITH
Grandmother of Steve

HERMAN & TILLIE GROSKY
Grandparents of Steve

MURRAY GROSKY
Uncle of Steve

Juliet Spitzer

* JUDY A. SPITZER
Mother

ISABELLA GOTTFRIED
Grandmother

Robert Stone

EDWARD & ELIZABETH STONE
Parents

JIM & PEARL JAFFE
Uncle & Aunt

HENRY & HANNAH BLITZSTEIN
Uncle & Aunt

VICTORIA BROWN
Cherished Friend

MAE KRAMER
Cousin

EDWARD MILLER
Cousin

ESTHER GREENFIELD
Cousin

EDWARD GREENFIELD
Cousin
GORDON BUHLE  
Friend & Neighbor

Aureliano Rivas  
Friend

All my other deceased relatives and friends

Randy Tiffany  
Rabbi Marjorie Yudkin  
Wife

Frank & Carol Tiffany  
Parents

Marisa Yudkin  
Sister of Marjorie

Rabbi Carole Meyers  
Dear Friend

Marilyn Verbits  
Ruth B. Verbits  
Mother

David Jay Verbits  
Brother

Karen Vesely  
Gunther & Hildegard Perls  
Grandparents

Ruth Ellen Tice  
Mother

Eric Vesely & Stephenie Paul  
Father & Stepmother

Sigrid Rupp  
Family Friend
The Wasekanes Family

**BERNARD (SONNY) KESSELMAN**
Father & Grandfather

**RUTH ROSEN**
Grandmother & Great-Grandmother

**IDA KIMMELMAN**
Grandmother & Great-Grandmother

**CEIL BAUER**
Great-Aunt

**STANLEY FRANKEL**
Uncle

**COREY KESSELMAN**
Nephew & Cousin

David & Andrea Wasser

**IRVING & MAE LACHMAN**
Parents of Andrea

**MORRIS WASSER**
Father of David

**AMY KELLER**
Sister of David

**CLINTON & PHYLLIS NEWMAN**
Uncle & Aunt

**JEROME FRIEND**
Great-Uncle

**PAUL CALMIS**
Brother-in-Law

Joshua Waterston

**BUZZ WATERSTON**
Father
Wendy Reier Waterston

BUZZ WATERSTON
Husband

IRVING REIER
Father

MATTIE WATERSTON
Mother-in-Law

WARREN REIER
Brother

Jim Wilson & Dina Jacobs

FRED & EDITH JACOBS
Parents of Dina

ANN WILSON
Mother of Jim

Michael Wiseman & Judy Ritter

ALEXANDER & FRANCES RITTER
Parents of Judy

SAUL & BETTY WISEMAN
Parents of Michael

Margo Zitin

CHUCK LAWLISS
Beloved Husband

BEN & HELEN R. KAUFMAN
Beloved Parents

ISIDORE & FANNIE HASSAN
Grandparents

HERSCHL (HARRY) & YETKA KAUFMAN
Grandparents
With heartfelt thanks to Arlene Benz, Steve Platt and Jacob Manaker for their patient assistance and expertise in preparing this book.

Many thanks to Marilyn Verbits for her compassionate recitation of the names in this book.

Any errors contained within are solely the responsibility of Alison Manaker. If you wish to note a correction, please let her know.